
JACKRABBIT
Our previous fraud provider required a ton of manual labor and let through a large amount of fraud, nearly 
crippling our business. NoFraud worked with us to roll out their solution in less than a week and we have had 
almost no fraud issues since. We also have very few complaints from legitimate customers being blocked.

BILL GUSTIN,
VP Development, Enterprise Implementation

AUTOPETS
As an e-commerce business, we believed card-not-present chargebacks were part of doing business. Once we 
found NoFraud, that belief changed. With the peace-of-mind NoFraud provides, AutoPets is allowed to continue 
day-to-day operations without fear of the liability from fraudulent consumer transactions.

LEIGH EDWARDS, 
Controller and Director of Finance

WINE CHATEAU
Implementing NoFraud has vastly improved our business operations, not only by significantly reducing 
chargebacks and false positives, but by turning our inefficient fraud prevention process into a simple pass/fail 
decision that saves us loads of time and stress. 

SOURABH ABROL, 
CEO

AMBUSH BOARD CO
We haven’t had a single, solitary charge-back since partnering with NoFraud. And...our false positives 
have been greatly reduced.

ERIC ELLIOTT, 
DIRECTOR ECOMMERCE

MONOPRICE
Any time we had a surge of orders, such as during the holiday season or a sale, our review process turned into 
a bottleneck. Our team couldn’t keep up, and our customers suffered because of it. We needed to find a 
partner who could help us improve how we handled fraud detection. NoFraud’s combination of human review 
and automation seemed like exactly what we were looking for.

NICK THOMPSON
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER & TECHNICAL SUPPORT
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INSTALL NOFRAUD TODAY

PC MAG SHOP
The team at NoFraud are amazing. They have been a strong partner against the fraudsters. 
Right before we signed up we were hit with several thousand dollars of Mule Fraud. 
The addition of this app has definitely saved us money. Worth every penny. 
I would totally recommend them.

STEEL SUPPLEMENTS
NoFraud has saved us from over 100k in fraudulent orders and has allowed our entire team 
to work on more urgent tasks. They are a rock and roll squad and their sales and support team 
respond very quickly to all my concerns. I recommend them to anyone with fraud orders coming 
into their system even just as our insurance policy. They beat the pricing we have gotten 
from other vendors of their type.

RC SUPERSTORE
We've used NoFraud for about 18 months now and couldn't be happier. NoFraud catches 
attempted fraud that we would have normally allowed through without question. We used to 
spend a tremendous amount of time on manual review after being burned too many times with 
chargebacks. Their system is impressive. I would personally recommend NoFraud to anyone I know 
dealing with an e-commerce site dealing with credit card fraud.

HYDRA SMARTBOTTLE
NoFraud saved our butt — we had a fraud attack where we are getting multiple fraud orders everyday. 
They were great and from day one started taking care of our problem and by end of the week, 
the fraud stopped. I would highly recommend their service, plus they provide one of the better value 
in the industry.
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